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Abstract
In this article, a vertical mixing evacuation model was presented, and some human factors had been considered, including the 
percentage of occupants using the elevators in relation to the located floors and the time they would wait for the elevator before 
move to stairs. Eight evacuation strategies for a 60-floor building were performed, taking a different combination of stairs and 
elevators. Results showed that the shortest evacuation time was gotten when a combination of elevators, staircases and refuge 
floors were used. And in most cases, if no appropriate information was provided, most elevator waiters would turn to stairs, 
which significantly reduced the efficiency of evacuation.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
With the urbanization process, numerous buildings over 100-meter have been constructed in recent decades. The 
fire safety issues, meanwhile, are more and more concerned. When a high-rise building is on fire, it is difficult for 
the evacuee on high floors to escape by stairs. The lengthy evacuation time may lower occupant speed and overdraw 
physical strength, especially for the old and sick. Given above, elevator would be a good assist for evacuation. 
In the past 20 years, there have been a number of incidents in which elevators were used by occupants to evacuate. 
For examples, the investigation of Averill et al. (2005) had shown in the World Trade Centre 911 attack, 31 staff in 
the WTC2 used elevators to escape safely with only 72 seconds. During a fire accident in 2009, residents who live in 
a 28th building in Jing’an district of Shanghai escaped successfully by elevators. Bennetts et al. (2005), Bukowski
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(2012) and Butry et al. (2012). Zu-ming et al. (2011) had demonstrated using elevators to evacuate is feasible. 
Nowadays, more attention has been paid to the operation strategy of elevators and the associated human behaviors. 
Our present work concentrated on investigating the efficiency of eight evacuation scenarios considering the main 
human behavior factors. The case study was depended on a hypothetical building with 60 floors which was designed 
for elevator evacuation. We provided a vertical mixing evacuation model which could simulate both pedestrian 
movement in stairs and elevator transportation, and the model was discussed in Section 2. The simulation was made 
and the results were analyzed in Section 3 and Section 4. At last, Section 5 drawn the conclusion and outlook.
2. Evacuation model
We introduced a vertical mixing evacuation model which included the cellular automation model of stairs and the
ELVAC model of elevators. As the ELVAC model had been introduced at length by Klote et al. (1993), we would 
discuss the stair model only in this section. 
The cellular automation model of stairs was built based on the foundation of some previous studies developed by 
Ma et al. (2012), Helbing et al. (2003) and Tajima et al. (2002). Agent pedestrians would update their states 
according to some rules. Fig.1 shows all probable states of the agent, where px, py and p-x stand for the probability of 
its next step towards different directions respectively. 
Fig. 1. All probable states of the agent (ƽ represents agent, h means the neighboring cell is an obstacle or occupied by other agents).
For each case in Fig.1, the probabilities to different neighboring cells could receive as following equations. 
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Where D refers to the moving tendency towards the exit, which is a fixed value relevant to the anxiety level of 
crowds; Dx, Dy and Dy represent the moving tendency to different directions, and they are in proportion to the 
distance between the current location and the exit. For example, in case (a),Dx, Dy and Dy are obtained as follows:
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In which lx, ly and l-x refer to the distance between the exit and next cells along different directions. 
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3. The evacuation simulation
3.1. Defaults of the simulation
The simulation was made of a 60-floor building with 3 stairwells and 36 elevators. In certain scenarios three 
refuge floors were added. Except the ground floor and refuge floors, each floor has 120 occupants. The landing 
(1.2m×3.2m) connecting two flights of steps could occupy 16 agents. Every flight of the stair has 10 steps being 
0.15m in vertical height and 0.3m in horizontal width, each of which allows three agents to stand side by side. And 
the elevator has a maximum capacity of 16 occupants, a maximum speed of 6m/s, and acceleration rate of 1.2m/s2. 
At the beginning of simulations, all elevators started at the ground floor, and we tacitly approved that each 
elevator on each floor was used by an equal number of agents, and so were the stairs.
3.2. Evacuation strategies
Eight strategies had been performed (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). In each of them, different combinations of the 
egress were used.




3 3 stairs + 36 elevators
4 3 stairs(floors 2~30) + 36 elevators(floors 31~60)
5 3 stairs + 36 elevators (floors 31~60)
6
36 elevators, 4 shuttle zones — each 9 elevators servicing 15 floors of occupants, which are 
evacuated from the top-down of zone to the ground
7 3 stairs + 36 elevators, 4 shuttles zones — being the same as Strategy 6
8
3 refuge floors + 3 stairs + 36 elevators — there is a refuge floor in every 15 floors with each 12 
elevators servicing one. Occupants travel down the stairs to the next refuge floor below where the 
elevators take them down to the ground
Fig. 2. Graphical representation of evacuation strategies (S means stairs, L means lifts, and the dotted line means lifts don’t serve certain floors). 
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3.3. Human behaviors
The human factors we considered were the percentage of elevator users and the time they will wait for elevators. 
Kinsey et al. (2011), Heyes et al. (2009) and Jönsson et al. (2012) had done experiments and collected data on this
topic. As for the egress choice between elevators and stairs, Heyes and Jönsson had demonstrated linear corrections, 
so we averaged these two corrections, see equation (3).
=0.99 +3.165P F  (3)
This equation shows the correlations of elevator users vs. floor. We compared these four correlations in Fig.3.
Fig. 3. The correlations of elevator users and floors by this article, Jönsson, Kinsey and Heyes. 
Jönsson also stated the percentage of evacuees that are unable to use stairs was about 3%~5%. So we assumed
there were at least 5% of occupants would use elevators to evacuate in each floor. 
As for the elevator waiting duration, all of these dataset manifested occupants wouldn’t wait more than 10 
minutes. Heyes presented an equation to calculate the final percentage of elevator users (see equation (4)) taking
into account the accepted waiting time for a range of floors between 5 and 60 floors and a maximum waiting time of 
10 minutes. Where F is the floor number and t is waiting seconds. 
( 0.0016 0 600 51.06 0) 6P t F t s Fd d u d d ˈ (4)
4. Results and discussion
All strategies have been simulated and the results have been compared. Table 2 shows the summary of numerical
predictions for the 8 strategies, Fig. 4 shows the evacuation rate, and Fig. 5 shows the clearance time of each floor.
Strategy 1, the stair only strategy, provides the longest evacuation time. Strategy 2 (only elevators are available)
provides the shortest time to clear upper half of building (TUH) which means elevators are better suited to evacuate 
occupants of the upper floors. The longest EWT is also achieved in Strategy 2, where only elevators are used and 
evacuates on the lower floors wait the longest time to be served (see Fig. 5).
In Strategy 3 (the combined use of stairs and elevators), the EWT is almost reduced 4/5 compared to Strategy 2, 
but the TET, TUH, PET are all longer. In this case, there are almost 80% of the evacuees escape through the stairs 
only, and some people change their way to stairs after waiting for a period time, which reduce the efficiency. 
In Strategy 4, people who located at the bottom half of the building used stairs to evacuate while those on the top 
half used elevators to evacuate. In this case, the overall evacuation time is the shortest one of 643.2s. From Fig. 5, it 
is obvious that the clearance times of the upper half floors are similar to Strategy 2, which is of the expected.
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Evacuation time of last 
elevator user(s)
TS
Evacuation time of 
last stair user(s)
TUH








1 2074.8 — 2074.8 1020.6 1044.6 —
2 1022.4 1022.4 — 643.2 603.6 601.8
3 1769.0 200.9 1769.0 807.5 613.9 127.9
4 1017.0 643.2 1017.0 643.2 396.6 355.8
5 1666.5 275.3 1666.5 634.0 549.3 162.3
6 1356.0 1356.0 — 1356.0 556.8 543.6
7 1534.0 480.2 1534.0 685.0 476.4 189.5
8 1002.0 1002.0 541.2 1002.0 352.2 337.2
Fig. 4. The number of people evacuated against the evacuation time. 
Strategy 5 introduced a variation in which occupants from upper floors could use both elevators and stairs. 
Compared with Strategy 4, the EWT in this case is shorter, but the TET and PET is respectively 63.9% and 38.5% 
longer. From Fig.4 we can see that the evacuation effectiveness of this strategy is far lower than that of Strategy 4, 
especially in the time after 275s (the elevator evacuation is over).
Fig. 5. Floor clearance times for each strategy. 
In Strategy 6 four shuttle zones were introduced, and the TET is 34.6% faster than Strategy 1. From Fig. 5 we 
notice that the last evacuee is located in the top zone where the elevator have a long journey. The performance of 
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this scenario could potentially be increased by using the idle elevators from the lower floors to assist in shuttling the
remaining occupants on the upper floors to the exit. Strategy 7 extra allowed using stairs on the basis of Strategy 6. 
TUH and EWT in this case are faster compared with Strategy 6 but still inefficient.
Strategy 8 in which three refuge floors were introduced provides the shortest TET of 1002s and the shortest 
personal average evacuation time of 337.2s. From Fig.4 we conclude that this is the most efficient strategy. 
Furthermore, it has a potential practical advantage requiring little or no manual operation or automated person 
detection in the elevator waiting areas as the elevators shuttle between the same floors for the entire evacuation.
5. Conclusion 
The paper focused on assessing the optimal strategy in the case of evacuation in high-rise building considering 
the main human factors. The evacuation model represented the percentage of elevator users in relation to the located 
floor and the maximum elevator waiting time. The case study was made of a 60-floor building with a floor-to-floor 
height of 3m, with 3 stairwells, 36 elevators and 7080 occupants. Eight evacuation strategies were performed and 
suggestions from the simulation include:
x Strategy 8, the strategy using elevators arranged into refuge floors is most efficient.
x Strategy 4, the strategy using all available elevators to escape the upper half of the building directly to the 
ground can provide the shortest clearance time to the upper half of the building.
x The effectiveness of evacuation strategies combining stairs and elevators depend on the indication to guide 
occupants. If no appropriate information is provided, most of the elevator waiters would abandon their attempt 
to evacuate via the elevators and turn to stairs, which significantly reduces the efficiency. 
The present work highlights the need for experimental data about the behaviors of occupants in high-rise building 
evacuation using a mixing of different egress components.
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